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Abstract 
In this paper, we first give characterization theorems for the best two-point Pad&type approximants (2PTAs) in 
the uniform norm. Secondly, we consider sequences of 2PTAs in a domain of the complex plane from the viewpoint 
of the asymptotic degree of convergence, and we also give conditions for geometric convergence. 
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1. Two-point Pad&type approximants 
Two-point Pad6 approximants (2PAs) were introduced by requirements of calculus in 
different physical problems (see [l]). From a strictly mathematical point of view, these 
approximants have been studied in [11,14,15], in relation to continued fractions. 
Two-point Pad6 approximants have been defined in several ways. We shall use the one given 
in [3] (compare with [ll]) which is inspired essentially by [12,13]. 
Thus, given two formal power series 
L = ii: CiXj, x + 0, L* = 2 c*jx-j, x + m, (1.1) 
j=O j=l 
and two nonnegative integers k and m (where 0 G k G 2m), the problem consists in finding two 
polynomials Q,,(x) and P,Jx), of respective degrees m and m - 1, such that the rational 
function R&x) = P,,(x)/Q,,(x) satisfies 
L - Rkm(X) = O(Xk) =A,xk +Ak+lXk+l + * * ’ ) 
L* -&&) = (+yk+l) 432m_k+*X-(2m-k+l) + . . . . 
O-2) 
In this case, the rational function Rkm(x) is said to be a two-point Pad& approximant o the pair 
(L, L*) and will be denoted by [k/mlc,,,,,. 
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A number of algebraic properties, recurrence relations and error expressions are shown in 
[3]. In [5,10], two-point Pad& approximants to Stieltjes series are considered and in [9] aspects 
concerning the behaviour of their poles are treated. With respect to convergence, some 
relevant results have been given in [6,7]. 
In a similar way as the case of one-point Pad&type approximants (lPTAs, see [2]), Draux [4] 
made a formal study of the two-point Pad&type approximants (2PTAs) in the context of a 
nonconmutative algebra. Again, if m and k are two nonnegative integers (now 0 < k G m> and 
Q,,(X) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree m (&JO> # O), then the rational function 
RkJX) =&&)/&(X), with Pkm(x) of degree m - 1 and coefficients (aj) deduced from 
(1.2) - but now replacing O((X-~)~“~~+‘) by O((X-~)“-~+‘) - is said to be a two-point 
Pad&type upproximant to (1.1) and will be denoted by (k/m),, L*j. Furthermore, if the 
denominator is of the form Q,,(x) = CyCObix’, from (1.2) the coefficients of the numerator 
Pkm( x) are given by 
Ui= C bjCi_j, 
j=O 
Take into account that nothing has been said about how to choose the polynomial Qk,,,. The 
forthcoming sections are devoted to deal with this choice. 
O<i<k-1, ai= ~ bjciyF_j, k<i<m-1. (l-3) 
j=itl 
2. Best two-point Pad&type approximant 
The aim of this section is to study the existence and properties of the best 2PTAs to a 
function f on a closed domain of c (the extended complex plane). 
Let us assume that the series L and L* are the Taylor and Laurent series at z = 0 and 
z = cc respectively, of a function f that is holomorphic on a closed domain D of c containing 
the origin and infinity. 
In the sequel, we shall denote by (f; D)k,m the class of the (k/m) 2PTAs to f with poles 
outside D. To establish the existence of a best approximant, in uniform norm, to f in (f; 
0) k,m, we first need the following result. 
Lemma 2.1 (Walsh [17, p.3501). If the moduli of an infinite family of rational functions of degree 
n are uniformly limited in n + 1 points of the extended plane, then from this family an infinite 
subsequence can be extracted converging continuously (uniform in closed subsets) in the entire 
extended plane with the omission of n points. The limit of this subsequence is a rational function of 
degree n. 
Now, we can state our existence theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. With the aboue conditions, there exists at least a best uniform approximunt to f in 
(f; D)+,, i.e., there exists R” E (f; DJk,,,, such that 
Ilf-R*Il =inf(llf-RlllR~(f; D)km}. 
(As usual, Ilg II= supzED [g(z) I, g a bounded function on 0.1 
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Proof. It is clear that for any R E <f; D)k,m, II f-R I( < q since lim_,f(z) = 0, f is bounded 
on the closed set D and R has no poles in D. 
Then, let us consider the set 
B = {II f-R II I R E (f; D)k,m}, 
and put b = inf(B), 0 < b < 03. Now, we can construct the sequence {bj} such that limj,,bj = b, 
and let R, be an approximant of (f; D)k,m such that II f- Rj II < b,. Taking b, = sup{bj), one 
has II f- Rj II <b,, and then 1) Rj II < b, + II f II, for any j. 
Therefore, the sequence {Rj) is uniformly bounded on D, which contains more than m + 1 
points, and the poles of (Rj} have no limit point on aD (and hence, none of the m exceptional 
points in Lemma 2.1 are in D). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, there exists a subsequence {S,) of {Rj) 
which converges uniformly to a rational function R* of degree m in D. 
Now, let us prove that Ilf- R* II = b. If II f-R* II > b, i.e., II f-R* II = b + E, E > 0, since 
R” is the uniform limit of the sequence (Rj}, there exists a nonnegative integer J such 
that: II Rj -R* 1) < &, for any j >J. Thus, 
IIf-RjII > IIf-R*II-IIRj-R*II >b+$, forj>J, 
which is a contradiction. 
The proof is concluded by observing that R* E (f; D)k,m, as an immediate consequence of 
the continuity of the equations (1.3). q 
Now that we have proved the existence of at least a best approximant in (f; D)k,m, the 
following necessary condition will be deduced. 
Theorem 2.3. If R* = P */Q * is a best 2 PTA in (f; D)k,m, then the residual f - R” takes its 
extreme value II f - R * I I on m + 1 points in aD, at least. 
Proof. Write Y * = f - R* and suppose that the value II Y* II = E is attained at n points of aD, 
n G m. Then, given a positive constant (Y, it is possible to choose two polynomials p and 4, of 
respective degrees m - 1 and m, such that (p/q) E (f; D)k,m and the function 
R,= 
P” +cyp 
Q*-w 
represents a 2PTA satisfying the interpolation conditions 
R,(Zj) =g(Zj), 1 <j <It, 
where 
g(z) = 
1 
f(z)+er&, if z#O, 
f(O), if z=O. 
Therefore, I(f-R,)(zj)I =E’, j=l,...,n. Letting a’=~--‘, then /?>O can be chosen so 
that for any z E Aj n aD, with Ai = {z I I z - zi I < p}, i = 1,. . . , n, 
IY,(z)-~‘1 <+a’, where rll.=f-Ra, (24 
holds. On the other hand, if A = U Ai, then, for every z in D -A, we have I r*(z) I < E” < E. 
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Thus, taking cx sufficiently small, we get max,,, 1 Q*(z) + (~q(z) I -’ = h, where A is a 
positive number. Hence, 1 Q*(z) + (~q(z) I > l/h > 0. 
Furthermore, R, depends continuously on the parameter (Y, i.e., lim,,,P, = R* uniformly 
on any compact K in D. Hence, we can select (Y sufficiently small, satisfying 
lQ*+oql ~0, in D, and IR-R*I <$a”, S”=E-e”. 
Thus, in 3D -A, one has 
IR,-fl < If-R*I+IR,-R*I <E”+$‘<E, 
and the proof immediately follows. 0 
(2.2) 
Now that we have proved the existence of a best 2PTA to f for any m and k, 0 < k < m, our 
purpose is to establish the uniform convergence of certain sequences of best (k(m)/m) 2PTAs. 
In this sense, let us denote by Rz the best 2PTA in (f; D)kCmj,m, 0 < k(m) < m. 
In order to prove our convergence theorem, we first need the following result. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {a?)), n E N, j = 1, 2,. . . , m, be m arbitrary sequences of complex numbers such 
that {a’,)) c c - D and they have no limit points on i3D. Under these conditions, there exists a 
positive constant M such that if the rational function 
Cy=&‘bjzj 
PCz) = njm= 1( z - a?)) 
satisfies I F(zi) I < E (where zi ED, i = 1,. . . , m), then the inequality 
IF(z)1 <Ed4 
holds for any z E D. 
Proof. Let us suppose the values F(zi), i = 1, 2,. . . , m, are given. Then, the rational function 
with numerator of degree m - 1 and denominator II,y!i(z - a:)) which interpolates F(z) at the 
points zi is given by (see [17, p.1851) 
F(z) = 2 F(ZJ njm,l,j.i(Z-zj) njM=l(Zi-aa(,)) 
i=l lTjm,,(Z-aa njm=l,jpi(Zi-Zj) ’ 
Now, there exist three nonnegative constants r, R and R’ such that r < I a’,) I <R and 
R’=max{lzil, i=l,..., m}. Moreover, as the set of poles has no limit point on aD, the proof 
easily follows. 0 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f be an analytic function in a closed domain D of the extended complex plane, 
containing the origin and the point at infinity and bounded by a finite number of nonintersecting 
rectifiable Jordan curves. Then, the above sequence (Rz} of best 2PTAs in (f; D)kC,,,),m converges 
to f uniformly on compact subsets of D. 
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Proof. It is enough to prove that there exists a sequence {R,} in (f; D)kCm),m converging 
uniformly to f on D. Applying a result by Walsh (see [17, pp. 193, 194]), we find a sequence of 
rational functions of the form 
satisfying r,(O) =f(O>, m = 1, 2,. . . , such that Y,(Z) converges to f uniformly on D, i.e., 
]I f - rm I( < E,, where E, + 0 as m + ~0. 
Let us now define a new sequence of rational functions 
GA4 = 
cyz~ldmjzj Cyz/dmjZj 
rI~,(2-amj) = rI;,ujzj ’ 
satisfying 
dmj+bmj= CU~~~_~, if j=O ,..., k(m)-1, 
i=O 
d,j+b,j= 5 a,~,?_~, if j =k(m) ,..., m - 1. 
i=j+1 
Then, for any m, R, = G, + r,,, is an element of (f; D)kcmj,m. Now, let M, be the constant 
(depending on m) corresponding to G, (by applying Lemma 2.4). We can state that there exist 
infinitely many points close to the origin and infinity (and hence, it is possible to choose {zj), 
j= l,..., m) such that 
IG,(zJ < 2. 
m 
Thus, by Lemma 2.4, one yields 
Ilf-R,II < Ilf-r,II+IIG,II <3~,, 
and therefore, the sequence {R,} converges uniformly to f on D. 0 
Remark 2.6. The above considerations hold for closed domains of c containing the origin and 
infinity and bounded by a finite number of nonintersecting rectifiable Jordan curves. The most 
usual situations are when D is a connected domain of the form 
D={zEC]]lz-aI >r, Ial >r}, 
or an unconnected domain given by 
D={zEC] ]zI <r}U{zECl IzI >R, R>r}. 
To end this section, let us consider the case of unconnected domains of the special form 
Dp={zEC] ]z( <E}U{ ZEC] Iz] >0}, p>l, O<E<l, 
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and study the situation where the domain decreases to (0, co], i.e., E + 0. We shall prove that in 
this case the best (k/m) 2PTA RT tends to the [m/m] 2PA, similarly as the result obtained in 
[16] for Pad; approximants (PAS). 
To ensure the existence of the [m/m] 2PA, let us set di = ci - CT, where cp = 0 if p < 0 and 
c* = 0 if 4 2 0, and assume that the Hankel determinants 9 
d d_, ..a d_, 
d,’ d_, ... d_,+I 
d d_, ... d_,+l d, 
d,l d_, . . . d-,,,+* d, 
H,=. . 3 H,=. . 
li m-2 d& *a* d_, ci m-2 im_? . . . d_, dm_l 
are nonvanishing (see [4]). 
Then, one can establish the following result. 
Theorem 2.7. Let R(Z) be the [m/m] 2PA to f and R:(Z) a best 2PTA to f in (f; D,PIk,,_! 
wherep > 0 and 0 < k < m. Then, R:(z) + R(z), E + 0, uniformly on any compact subset of C 
where R( z> has no poles. 
Proof. By (1.21, one yields 
R(z) -L(z) = O(Y), 
R(z) -L*(z) = O((z-‘)“‘+l). 
(2.3) 
(24 
Since R, is a best 2PTA to f and R E Dp for E sufficiently small, one has 
SUP I f(z) -R,(z) I 6 SUP If(z)-R(z)l, 
ZEDp ZEDp 
and by (2.3) and (2.41, 
SUP I f(z) -R(z) I = O(em), 
Izl<e 
SUP I 
IzI>E-p 
On the other 
f(z) -R(z) I = O(E~(~+‘)). 
hand, from the definition of R, follows 
k-l m-l 
j=O j=k 
m-k 
jgl c*+ + 
c_jz-j + o((z-l)m+l), 2 + a, 
j=m-k+l 
and consequently, we can write 
1 
cj - c; = - 
2ri ~~~~~~ / 
-““‘(f(z)-RR,(z)) dz, k<j<m--1, 
1 
pj-cpj= ~ 
/ 
zj-‘(f(z)-R,(z))dz, m-k+l<j<m. 
27ri J~I=~ 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
W-9 
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From (2.7) and (2.8), one has 
I cj - c; I = O(E “-j), k<j<m-1, Ic*~-C_~) =O(,P(m+l-j)), m-k+l<j<m. 
Therefore, 
,‘~;lcj-c,l =O, j=O, l,..., m-l, lim IcTj--CjI =O, j= l,..., m, 
E’O 
and hence the proof easily follows. 0 
3. Geometrical and optimal convergence 
Our aim in this section is to give some optimal choices of denominators which ensure 
uniform (and even geometrical) convergence of sequences of 2PTAs to functions being 
holomorphic on certain domains of the extended complex plane. 
Let us assume that f is a holomorphic function on a set of regions (Dj I j = 1,. . . , n} 
containing the origin and the point at infinity, where we suppose that D = U Dj is bounded by 
Jordan curves c, j = 1,. . . , ~1, mutually nonintersecting and set r = IJ c.. Let R(z) be a (k/m) 
2PTA to the function f, such that the zeros of its denominator Q,(z) lie outside D. In the 
sequel and for simplicity we shall write Q,(z) instead of Q,,(z) for the denominators of the 
approximants, unless confusion is possible. 
Then, by using the error formula given by Walsh (see [17, pp. 186, 1871) in the rational 
interpolation problem by functions of the form 
Cpoa;Zj 
n,m=,(Z-~j) ’ 
we can establish the following expression for the error of 2PTAs. 
Lemma 3.1. For any z ED, the error is given by 
P-1) 
The choice of the denominators Q, is now studied in order to optimize the convergence of a 
sequence {R,} of approximants to f. 
Let us first consider the case where D is a connected set containing the origin and the point 
at infinity. Indeed, let us assume that D is given by D = Ext(r), where r is a closed Jordan 
curve, such that 0 @ Int(r). We shall study the convergence of sequences of the form 
{k(m)/m}, with lim ,,,(kM/m) =P, 0 <P < 1. 
Before making use of the error formula (3.1) and in order to make the paper self-contained, 
a brief summary of the asymptotic properties of certain sequences of polynomials, involving 
concepts like capacity or Green’s Function (see [8,17]) will be given. Thus, let E be a bounded 
domain in C with complement K being connected and regular, see [17]. Let G be the Green’s 
Function of K with pole at infinity. Then, the function #4z> = exp[G(z) + iH(z)], where H is 
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the conjugated harmonic of G, maps conformally K onto the exterior of the unit circle, 
preserving the point at infinity. The constant ($‘(c~>>-~ is called the capacity of E or the 
transfinite diameter of E (see [8,17]). If E is a simply connected domain bounded by a Jordan 
curve, then K is always regular. 
Now, the following result, see [17], will be useful. 
Lemma 3.2. Let E be an open connected set in C, bounded by an analytical Jordan curve. If (pi} 
are equidistant points on i3E with respect to the measure 
aG ldtl 
Mt) = z-7 
where II is the normal on aE and I d t I denotes the length of arc, the sequence of polynomials 
‘/c@)= ,fil(z-pi)7 ATE N7 (3.2) 
satisfies 
(i) lim I PJz) I 1’k = Cap(E), for any z E E, 
k+m 
(ii) lim sup I P,(z) I 1’k = Cap(E), 
k+m tEaE 
(iii) 
7 
lim I P,(z) I 1’k =Cap(E)]4(z)], foranyzEK. 
k+m 
Observe that in the general case it is quite difficult to determine analytically the function 
4(z). However, for the particular case of a lemniscate, i.e., 
ao = {z EC I I p(z) I = v, Y > O}, where p(z) is a polynomial of degree M, 
4 can be taken as 4(z) = (p(z)) l/M More precisely, if aD is a circle with center at z = a and . 
radius r, one has 4(z) = (z - a)/r, and the above polynomials can take the form P,< z) = (z - 
a)k-rk. 
, 
Thus, taking a sequence of (k(m)/m) 2PTAs with denominators given by Lemma 3.2 and 
making use of the error formula (3.11, we can write for any z E D, 
7 
A= lim If(z)-R,(z)/““< lim 
m-m rn+== 
P~~~rErlQ,<t)ll’m 
I Q,(Z) l 1’m 
where d= $(ltl}. 
In the most usual situation, where r is the circle {z E C I I z - a I = r, I a I > r-1, we have 
IzIP 
” (lal-r)” lzlal ’ 
So, for small values of z, i.e., I z I < I a I -r, then A < 1, and the geometrical convergence is 
guaranteed in this case. 
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On the other hand, for large values of z, 
1 
*< (,L,lr)p (zl’-Pll-(u/z)1 
holds, and for I z I > 1 a I +r, we get 
lal+r 
*< (lal-r)Plz(‘-P’ 
This last expression is smaller than 1 iff 
,zI > (lul+ryp) 
( 1 u 1 _ ,)P/(l -p) 
> Ial +r. 
As a result, the following theorem has been proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f be an analytic function on C - {z E C I I z - a I < Y, I a I > r}; then any 
sequence of (k(m)/m) 2PTAs (with lim m ,Jk(m)/m> =p, 0 <p < l), with denominators given 
by (3.2), converges geometrically to fin compact subsets of 
{--@I Izl <p= Id-+.J 
i 
( l a l + 1 )“(l -p) 
ZECI 121 >p’= (lal_-r)p,(l~P) . 
1 
Remark 3.4. When Y is sufficiently small, the above radii p and p’ are close to I a I and this 
allows to extend the domain of geometrical convergence. This is the case for the function 
f(z) = exp{(l -z>-‘} - 1, analytic in c except at z = 1, where there is an essential singularity. 
Taking a = 1 and r = E (close to zero), we get geometric convergence on c - {z E C I1 - E < 
IZI <l+E}. 
Now, for the function f(t) in Remark 3.4 some numerical tables will be given. Take into 
account that k coefficients from the series L and m - k from L” are required to construct a 
(k/m) 2PTA, 0 < k < m. In these examples we have taken m = 2k (so that p = i> and 
E = 0.001. In order to make a comparison, Pad&type approximants in one point (the origin or 
infinity) have also been constructed with denominators in the same form, but only making use 
of k coefficients in both series L or L*. The corresponding numerical results are displayed in 
the third column of Tables l-6, denoting by lPTA(0) the one-point Pad&type approximant at 
the origin and by lPTA(m) the corresponding approximant at infinity. 
Table 1 Table 2 
z = 0.3, f(z) = 3.172 733 883 598 10 z = 0.5, f(z) = 6.389 056 098 530 65 
k 2PTA lPTA(0) k 2PTA 1 PTA(O) 
2 3.164 632 165 125 10 3.066 934 312 427 08 3 6.382 958 315 718 16 6.154 845 468 912 60 
3 3.172 618 667 938 33 3.161 168 448 878 01 4 6.388 892 091438 15 6.342 657 599 761 94 
4 3.172 732 918 142 14 3.171 728 481 057 46 5 6.389 053 179 213 99 6.381 368 971 082 05 
6 3.172 733 883 577 29 3.172 661312 936 23 6 6.389 056 061 969 31 6.387 962 296 878 70 
8 3.172 733 883 597 76 3.172 733 872 037 00 7 6.389 056 093 874 39 6.388 919 753 939 26 
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Table 3 
z = 0.7, f(z) = 27.031 624 894 526 I 
Table 4 
z = 1.5, f(z) = - 0.864 664 716 763 387 
k 2PTA lPTA(0) k 2PTA lPTA(m) 
3 26.294 608 515 103 9 20.023 125 856 654 4 3 -0.763 116 008 882 37 - 1.333 333 344 000 00 
4 26.958 149 938 568 1 23.999 642 146 832 1 4 - 0.855 651844 937 48 - 0.666 666 666 677 32 
5 27.026 691 223 125 5 25.912 111 334 056 8 5 - 0.864 151 718 843 00 - 0.933 333 333 333 42 
6 27.031 387 019 871 9 26.672 152 669 199 1 6 - 0.864 644 399 276 58 - 0.844 444 444 444 42 
7 27.031 630 780 719 8 26.929 683 226 446 8 7 - 0.864 663 413 405 65 - 0.869 898 412 698 43 
From the above numerical results, it can be seen that 2PTAs provide a better global 
approximation, especially when values rather close to the essential singularity, z = 1, are 
considered. 
Let us now consider the case of an unconnected region of the form D = D, U D,, where 
D, = Int(T,) and 0, = Ext(r,), r,, and r, being Jordan curves such that 0 E Int(r,) c Int(r,), 
and let &, and 4m be the respective functions which conformally map the exterior of r, and r, 
onto the exterior of the unit circle. 
Let us assume that f is holomorphic on D and place the poles of our approximants 
equidistant on r, and r, in the form 
k(m) h(m) 
Q,(z)= IG Cz-aj),cI (z-Pi), ‘(m)=m-‘(m)~ (3.3) 
where {aj] c r, and {PiI c r,. 
Under these conditions, we can state the following result, as an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.5. For the sequence of polynomials giuen by (3.3), the following holds: 
(i) 
- 
llm I Q,(z) I 1’m = [Cap(Int(~,))]PICap(Int(~,))l’-“, for z E D,; 
rn+m 
(ii) lim sup 1 Q,(z) I 1’m = [Cap(Int(T,))]PICap(Int(~,))]‘-p; 
m-cc ZEl-, 
(iii) 
f 
hm sup 1 Q,(z) I 1’m = [Cap(Int(T,))Y( sup I &,(t> I)PICap(Int(~,))l’-~; 
m-cc tGr, t=r, 
(iv) lim IQ,<z>l llrn = [Cap(Int(T,>>lP I &(z> I PICap(Int(~,))ll-p I &(z> I l-‘, for z E 0,. 
m-m 
Table 5 
z = 2.0, f(z) = - 0.632 120 558 828 558 
k 2PTA lPTA(m) 
3 - 0.630 032 994 184 719 - 0.738 095 238 095 238 
4 -0.632 059 936 094 963 -0.686 111 111 111 111 
5 -0.632 119 423 334 382 -0.658 870 967 741 936 
6 - 0.632 120 543 991510 -0.645 083 774 250 441 
7 - 0.632 120 558 455 233 - 0.638 299 900 012 499 
Table 6 
z = 5.0, f(z) = - 0.221 199 216 928 596 
k 2PTA lPTA(m) 
3 -0.221 197 050 108 850 -0.221 354 166 670 125 
4 - 0.221 199 207 251 869 - 0.221 191406 250 001 
5 -0.221 199 216 900 569 -0.221 199 544 270 833 
7 -0.221 199 216 928 538 - 0.221 199 217 296 782 
9 - 0.221 199 216 928 594 - 0.221 199 216 928 852 
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Now, from Lemma 3.1, the error formula in this case takes the form 
Zk f(z) -R,(z)= 
i 
Q&>f (t) / Qm(t)f(t)dt+ /-- tk(t_z) dt 
2TiQ,(z) r, tk(t -z> m 
and hence, 
Thus, by using Lemma 3.5, one has for z E Do, on the one hand, 
Zk 
lim 
/ 2rriQm(z) r,, tk(t -z) 
where d 0 = min{ 1 t I} > 
m+m td-() 
and on the other, 
Zk - 
lim 
/ 
Q&>f (4 
m-m 2viQ,(z) r, tk(t -z) 
dti1’m4 (~]‘(;gl+,c’,i)“, where d,= Eg{ltl], 
and therefore, 
In a similar way, for z ED,, we get 
Zk 
7 
lim 
/ 
Q&>f 0) dt 
m+m 2niQ,(z) r, tk(t -z) I 
l/m 
Izl p ( I 1 <- d0 l~,(z>lpl~&)I1-p’ 
Zk 7 
hrn 2TiQ,( z) m+m 
and hence, 
1 
AG l~o(z)lp14m(z)11-p 
max( [$]‘, (-$!]p(~~~140(t)l)p)~ 
Thus, in the most usual case where To and r, are circles centered at the origin, i.e., 
To = {z E C I ) z I = r}, T, = (z E @ I I z I = R}, R > I-, one yields 
A< JzI ‘<I, forzEDO, h,c & ‘-‘<I, forzED,. 
i 1 r i 1 Z 
So, we can state the following theorem. 
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Table 7 
z = 0.3, f(z) = 3.172 733 883 598 10, A Q (0.3)“’ = 
0.547 722 5 
Table 8 
z = 0.5, f(z) = 6.389 056 098 530 65, A Q 0.707 106 7 
k 2PTA A 2k k 2PTA A 2k 
5 3.12641785353703 0.735 483 8 10 6.272 767 880 062 89 0.898 000 9 
10 3.172 312 587 104 25 0.677 999 5 20 6.388 186 012 486 81 0.838 472 9 
15 3.172 730 790 442 45 0.655 159 0 40 6.389 056 079 881 95 0.800 752 5 
25 3.172 733 883 480 79 0.632 974 9 60 6.389 056 098 530 43 0.784 270 3 
34 3.172 733 883 598 09 0.611 864 7 66 6.389 056 098 530 65 0.769 083 5 
Table 9 
z = 0.7, f(z)= 27.031 624 894 526 1, A Q 0.836 66 
k 2PTA A 2k 
10 17.928 100 903 484 7 1.116 7616 
30 26.787 571 969 409 2 0.976 767 9 
60 27.031 357 594 669 1 0.933 737 9 
100 27.031 624 884 746 0 0.911 909 4 
142 27.031624 894 526 0 0.897 662 3 
Table 10 
z = 1.5, f(z) = - 0.864 664 716 763 387, A < 0.816 496 5 
k 2PTA A 2!i 
20 - 0.998 658 354 91142 0.950 992 5 
30 - 0.878 506 652 973 63 0.931 150 6 
50 - 0.864 739 574 418 93 0.909 373 6 
100 - 0.864 664 716 790 20 0.885 405 2 
133 - 0.864 664 716 763 38 0.875 555 5 
Table 11 
z = 2.0, f(z) = - 0.632 120 558 828 558, A Q 0.707 106 7 
Table 12 
z = 5.0, f(z) = -0.221 199 216 928 596, A < 0.447 213 6 
k 2PTA A 2k 
10 - 0.659 397 649 050 876 0.835 198 8 
20 - 0.632 365 866 703 861 0.812 349 2 
30 - 0.632 121 959 399 226 0.798 800 6 
50 -0.632120558852073 0.782 913 0 
66 -0.632 120558 828560 0.774 727 0 
k 2PTA A 2k 
5 - 0.221832 574 508 882 0.478 811 8 
10 -0.221200051851663 0.496 686 4 
15 - 0.221 199 217 788 342 0.498 668 9 
20 -0.221199216929356 0.497 773 6 
25 - 0.221 199 216 928 595 0.493 622 9 
Theorem3.6. LetfbeahoZomorphicfunctiononD={zECI IzI <r)U{t~cI 121 >R},with 
R > r. Then, any sequence of (k(m)/m) 2PTAs, such that lim,,Ik(m)/m> =p, 0 <p < 1, 
whose denominators are given as in Lemma 3.5, converges geometrically to f on any compact 
subset of D. 
Next, we show some numerical results obtained by using (k/2k) 2PTAs with denominators 
given by 
Q,,(Z) = 1 -Zig, 
when the function 
f(z)=e++-) -1, 
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with series L and L* converging for I z I < 1 and I z I > 1, respectively, is desired to be 
approximated. In the third column of Tables 7-12 the value of 
A,, = I f(z) - (Wk)f( 4 I 1’2k 
is shown. Take into account that A = hm, ,,A,,. 
Tables 7-12 not only show the “goodness” of our 2PTAs, but the bounds for A, the inverse 
of the rate of convergence, are quite realistic. 
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